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“Expert Lecture”
Conducted by Electrical Faculties GMFDE

SUBJECT:-

Electrical Power Quality Engineering
Prof. Hirak Shah Sir is an electrical engineer and working in G.M.F.E. He has given fundamental technical knowledge of electrical engineering and presented the process of Electrical Power Quality and emphasized on the challenges faced by an electrical engineers had also motivated our students. He explained tasks of an electrical engineer in various industries especially for in the electrical industries. The expert lecture was very fundamental, innovative, understandable and specially focused on the role of electrical engineer in industries.

This seminar on Electrical Power Quality Engineering by Hirak Shah for Diploma 2nd, 4th & 6th Sem Electrical Student was a delight. Organized on the 28th Feb. 2014 at the SEMINAR HALL, the response was worth acknowledging.
The Final and Closing function of this “Expert Lecture” was conducted on 28/02/2014, which was full of knowledge & motivation.

The Program came to a successful end with students from different sem. of electrical department making friends with each other. An interview with some of the students revealed that they would want to see and be part of these types of events.
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